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“We identify it immediately as a lake, it’s 
obviously a lake, and yet it defies many of 
the definitions that we might try to put on 
natural lakes. This doesn't question 
whether it is a lake or not, it refers to the 
fact that we don't have a good definition 
because these things are complex.”  
Dr Caroline Wynne, Senior Freshwater Consultant, 
RPS Group Ltd 



The 1st Solo Crossing of UCD Lake. 
31.01.15 
Distance: 75m 
Water Temperature: 4º 
Time taken: 2.06 minutes. !
This solo swim across the UCD Lake was 
the starting point to my exploration of the 
history, biodiversity, the source of, myths 
and science behind this rather 
unconsidered body of water in the heart of 
the UCD Campus. 
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“The lake and the adjacent open areas 
form a calm sitting out area and visual 
reference at the key point on the central 
spine. The lake should retain its formal, 
ornamental character, except for the 
small floating island which is a home for 
resident ducks.” 
A & D Wejchert, Architects 

Wejchert’s winning design of UCD Campus 1964 



“I always assumed the lake at UCD was 
square, or at least rectangular. It’s only 
now, by looking at satellite photos, I can 
see it’s… I’m not sure how to describe it. It 
looks like a diamond that’s been serrated 
on its eastern side, or maybe a gigantic 
arrowhead, its tip pointed pugnaciously 
towards Trinity College. As a student in the 
university, the lake always seemed an 
intriguing combination of natural and 
unnatural. Between classes, when the 
weather was okay, I’d sit and watch the 
swans swimming calmly in the concrete 
basin. Sometimes I’d follow an overgrown 
path along its western edge, along the 
perimeter of the science complex, and it 
would feel like a different world.” !
Karl Whitney, 2016 !!



“The existing campus water supply is 
sourced from the local authority. This 
water is distributed internally by UCD at a 
constant pressure maintained from the 
campus water tower through a network of 
underground pipework. The water 
distribution system also provides water 
for fire fighting purposes throughout the 
campus. The ornamental pool located 
within the centre of the campus provides 
a static water reserve for fire fighting 
purposes.” 
UCD Campus Development Plan 2005 -2010 -2015 !



The UCD Lake provides a static fire 
fighting reserve of 2 million gallons 
(9,000m3) !
The UCD Water Tower is 60m high and 
holds 150,000 gals (680 m3)  It’s 
dodecahedron form is made from 
waterproof reinforced concrete. The 
design won the Irish Concrete Society 
Award in 1979. 



Everyday Paddy McCarthy walks through 
The Subway, a series of tunnels under the 
Science Building that houses the services 
including all the water pipes and pumps. 
He checks that everything is running 
smoothly and writes down the amount of 
water that goes into the UCD Lake. 



The Lake is fed by a well and rainwater 
from the roof of the new science East 
building. The overflow water from the lake 
feeds into the Friarsland Stream. This 
stream is culverted beneath the lake and 
comes out by the substations on the 
woodland walk between the Vet Building 
and the Stillorgan Road and eventually find 
its ways to the sea at Merrion Strand. !
Miriam Bryne from City Analysts Ltd tested 
the quality of the UCD Lake water for me.  



Published letter in the Irish Times. !
Ciarán Cuffe and John Dorman both UCD 
2nd year architecture students built the 
Temple of Peace that floated on the UCD 
Lake to protest about Nuclear weapons in 
1984. 



“We assembled our Temple of Peace late 
at night and hauled the island (which floats) 
in to the side and then anchored it back in 
the centre of the lake so it couldn’t be 
hauled in by security. We spent five days 
there, bitterly cold and frosty. We had two 
kayaks to go in and out from the shore, 
and we dined and toileted in the Belfield 
Restaurant.” 
Ciarán Cuffe 2015 



Many people think that the lake was built to 
deter the ‘gathering of students’ to help 
prevent riots. !
“UCD Campus was built in 1963/64, the 
Paris student riots were in1968, all of the 
salient features that people attribute to riot-
proofing are nothing of the sort and were 
present in the Wejchert competition entry.” 
Archiseek forum 2006. 

 

NCAD Students protesting on the UCD Lake about  
the possible move to the UCD Campus in 2006. 



The Irish Model Boat Club was originally 
formed in 1901 and back then they were 
called the Dublin Society of Experimental 
Engineers. The club used to sail their boats 
in the swamp that is now Herbert Park. The 
club started using the UCD Lake for sailing 
over 30 years ago. These days they meet 
on Saturday afternoons at Herbert Park, 
but still use the UCD Lake occasionally. 
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Freshwater biologists observe and sample 
macroinvertebrate creatures that live in  
water and use them as indicators to help 
determine the water quality of the water. 

In the UCD Lake I found copepods, 
ostracods, dipteran larvae including 
craneflies, daphnia (water flea) asellus 
aquaticus (water hoglouse), a ramshorn 
snail, caddisfly larvae and leeches. 





Testing for the presence of bacteria in UCD 
Lake by observing alterations in skin 
microflora with Dr Jennifer Mitchell. !
An agar plate is made from an agar base, 
which is a gel purified from seaweed; this 
has nutrients such as yeast, sugar and salt 
added to support the growth of bacteria.  
To grow bacteria you press your fingertips 
on a sterile agar plate before submerging 
yourself in a body of water. You then press 
your finger tips onto a separate plate 
immediately after exiting the water. These 
plates are then left at room temperature for 
a few days and the growing bacteria are 
observed. 





“How big or small are the colonies? Are 
they rough or smooth or shiny? Are the 
edges smooth or crenelated? Have they 
spread out over the surface of the plate?” 
Dr Jennifer Mitchell 2015 !

!
Once grown, Gram stains are taken by 
spreading a small amount of bacteria on a 
glass slide and stained with Crystal Violet 
stain that allows the outline of the bacteria 
cells to be identified. 



!



During rag week in the 70’s when the UCD 
Engineering department was still based in 
Merrion Street, the engineer students 
would raid the Belfield Campus and throw 
anyone passing into the lake, even the staff 
would avoid the lake and take a different 
route that week. !
A member of UCD staff described how 
when she was a student at UCD she was 
cellotaped to a fellow student with the 
same birthday and both of them thrown 
into the lake during Science Week. !



!
These days during the induction tour the 
1st year students are warned not to jump 
into the lake how ever tempting it may be. !
There are rumours of various injections 
needed after a dip and fines that vary from 
€3,000, €1,000, €500, €200, €100 to €50 
as well as potential expulsion. 



The lake plays an important role within the 
UCD Community, it provides a welcome 
break from study and the chance to sit and 
watch the wildlife. !
The UCD swans took residence on UCD 
Lake about 12 years ago. The lake isn’t 
wide enough for a swan to take off 
properly, they need an exact line to clear 
the O’Reilly Hall. The swans are fed daily by 
the UCD groundsmen and have been 
described as “quite cuddly when you get to 
know them”. !
The swans share the lake with ducks, 
moorhens and seagulls. 



 
The UCD Lake is an iconic image.  !
It’s fountains can be recognised in the 
framed photos on many mantelpieces 
throughout Ireland and beyond. It is the 
backdrop to the most important day as a 
UCD Student - The Graduation Ceremony. 
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